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Abstract
The weak König’s lemma WKL is of crucial significance in the study of
fragments of mathematics which on the one hand are mathematically strong but
on the other hand have a low proof-theoretic and computational strength. In
addition to the restriction to binary trees (or equivalently bounded trees), WKL
is also ‘weak’ in that the tree predicate is quantifier-free. Whereas in general
the computational and proof-theoretic strength increases when logically more
complex trees are allowed, we show that this is not the case for trees which are
given by formulas in a class Φ∞ where we allow an arbitrary function quantifier
prefix over bounded functions in front of a Π01-formula. This results in a schema
Φ∞-WKL.
Another way of looking at WKL is via its equivalence to the principle
∀x∃y ≤ 1∀z A0(x, y, z)→ ∃f ≤ λx.1∀x, z A0(x, fx, z),
where A0 is a quantifier-free formula (x, y, z are natural number variables). We
generalize this to Φ∞-formulas as well and allow function quantifiers ‘∃g ≤ s’
instead of ‘∃y ≤ 1’, where g ≤ s is defined pointwise. The resulting schema is
∗Basic Research in Computer Science, Centre of the Danish National Research Foundation.
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called Φ∞-b-AC0,1.
In the absence of functional parameters (so in particular in a second order
context), the corresponding versions of Φ∞-WKL and Φ∞-b-AC0,1 turn out to
be equivalent to WKL. This changes completely in the presence of functional
variables of type 2 where we get proper hierarchies of principles Φn-WKL and
Φn-b-AC
0,1. Variables of type 2 however are necessary for a direct represen-
tation of analytical objects and – sometimes – for a faithful representation of
such objects at all as we will show in a subsequent paper. By a reduction of
Φ∞-WKL and Φ∞-b-AC0,1 to a non-standard axiom F (introduced in a pre-
vious paper) and a new elimination result for F relative to various fragment
of arithmetic in all finite types, we prove that Φ∞-WKL and Φ∞-b-AC0,1 do
neither contribute to the provably recursive functionals of these fragments nor
to their proof-theoretic strength. In a subsequent paper we will illustrate the
greater mathematical strength of these principles (compared to WKL).
1 Introduction
The so-called weak König’s lemma WKL is of crucial significance in the study of
fragments of mathematics which on the one hand are mathematically strong but
on the other hand have a low proof-theoretic and computational strength (see e.g.
[15],[10]).
The prefix ‘weak’ has a twofold meaning: the full statement of König’s lemma is
restricted in the formulation of WKL in two ways
1) instead of allowing arbitrary finitely branching trees we only have binary trees
in WKL (note however that it wouldn’t make a difference if we would allow
bounded trees in the sense of [15]);
2) the tree is represented by a function f and consequently the tree predicate
f(n) = 0 expressing that n is the code of a finite branch in the tree represented
by f is quantifier-free.
In view of 2), WKL could be denoted by QF-WKL, where ‘QF’ refers to ‘quantifier-
free’.
It is known that the removal of either of the restrictions above in general results in
principles which, relative to certain weak subsystems of second order arithmetic or
arithmetic in all finite types, are much stronger than WKL. E.g. the removal of 1)
while keeping 2) would result in a principle called KL in the context of reverse math-
ematics which relative to the well-known system RCA0 is equivalent to arithmetical
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comprehension, whereas RCA0+WKL is conservative over RCA0 (see [15]).
The significance of the restriction 2) was pointed out first in [17], where it is shown
that the binary König’s lemma applied to trees of arbitrary logical complexity implies
comprehension of numbers for arbitrary complex predicates.
In this paper we study an extension Φ∞-WKL of (QF-)WKL to a certain class of
formulas Φ∞ which are built up as follows: in front of a Π
0
1-formula (with arbi-
trary parameters) we have an arbitrary prefix of bounded function quantifiers
‘∀(∃)f ≤ s’ (where f ≤ g :≡ ∀x(fx ≤ gx)).1
Another way of looking at WKL is to view it as a weak bounded choice principle.
Indeed, already relative to very weak base systems, WKL is equivalent to
Π01-b-AC
0,0 : ∀x∃y ≤ 1∀z A0(x, y, z)→ ∃f ≤ λx.1∀x, z A0(x, fx, z),
where A0 is quantifier-free and x, y, z are number variables.
We generalize this principle in two ways: we allow Φ∞-formulas instead of the Π
0
1-
formula ‘∀z A0(x, y, z)’ and generalize the existential number quantifier ‘∃y ≤ 1’ to a
function quantifier ‘∃g ≤ λx.1’. The resulting schema is called Φ∞-b-AC0,1.
If no parameters of types > 1 are present (so in particular in a second order context),
the corresponding versions of Φ∞-WKL and Φ∞-b-AC
0,1 turn out to be equivalent
to WKL. This picture, however, changes drastically in the presence of higher type
variables (actually the presence of parameters of type 2 suffices) where we get proper
hierarchies of principles Φn-WKL and Φn-b-AC
0,1. Variables of type 2 however are
necessary for a direct representation of analytical objects and – sometimes – for a
representation of such objects which is faithful at all. That is why we couldn’t use
WKL in our development of analysis in weak fragments of arithmetic in all finite types
in [12],[13],[14], where e.g. continuous functions Φ : IR→ IR are represented directly
as type-2-functionals and not as in the second order context of reverse mathematics2,
but relied on certain non-standard principles F and F− instead which are not true
in the full set-theoretic type structure but can be eliminated from proofs of sentences
having a certain restricted logical form. In this paper we show that Φ∞-WKL and
Φ∞-b-AC
0,1 can be derived from F and a schema of quantifier-free choice in higher
types. Together with a new elimination result for F this is used to calibrate the
proof-theoretic and computational strength of Φ∞-WKL and Φ∞-b-AC
0,1. It turns
1See definition 2.1 for a precise definition and also remark 2.2.
2The need for a more flexible language than that of second-order arithmetic which includes
variables of higher type for a direct formalization of analysis has been emphasized by S. Feferman
in a number of writings, see e.g. [4].
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out that these principles do not contribute to the provably recursive function(al)s
(up to type 2) of the underlying finite type systems we consider. Furthermore we
obtain conservation results over primitive recursive arithmetic PRA resp. Peano
arithmetic PA when these principles are added to the finite type versions of PRA and
PA. The results of this paper can be understood also as an analysis of the greater
mathematical strength of the non-standard principle F (compared to WKL) in
terms of standard extensions of WKL. That this greater strength is actually needed
already for the treatment of continuous functions when the latter are represented as
mentioned above, will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
Description of the theories E-GnA
ω, E-PRAω and E-PAω
The set T of all finite types is defined inductively by
(i) 0 ∈ T and (ii) ρ, τ ∈ T⇒ τ(ρ) ∈ T.
Terms which denote a natural number have type 0. Elements of type τ(ρ) are functions
which map objects of type ρ to objects of type τ .
The set P ⊂ T of pure types is defined by
(i) 0 ∈ P and (ii) ρ ∈ P⇒ 0(ρ) ∈ P.
Brackets whose occurrences are uniquely determined are often omitted, e.g. we
write 0(00) instead of 0(0(0)). Furthermore we write for short τρk . . . ρ1 instead
of τ(ρk) . . . (ρ1). Pure types can be represented by natural numbers: 0(n) := n + 1.
The types 0, 00, 0(00), 0(0(00)) . . . are so represented by 0, 1, 2, 3 . . .. For arbitrary
types ρ ∈ T the degree of ρ (for short deg(ρ) ) is defined by deg(0) := 0 and
deg(τ(ρ)) := max(deg(τ),deg(ρ) + 1). For pure types the degree is just the num-
ber which represents this type.
Our theories T used in this paper are based on many–sorted classical logic formulated
in the language of all finite types plus the combinators Πρ,τ ,Σδ,ρ,τ which allow the
definition of λ–abstraction.
The systems E-GnA
ω (for all n ≥ 1) are introduced in [12] to which we refer for
details. E-GnA
ω has as primitive relations =0,≤0 for objects of type 0, the constant 00,
functions min0,max0, S
00 (successor), A0, . . . , An, where Ai is the i–th branch of the
Ackermann function (i.e. A0(x, y) = y
′, A1(x, y) = x+ y, A2(x, y) = x · y, A3(x, y) =
xy, . . .), functionals of degree 2: Φ1, . . . ,Φn, where Φ1fx = max0(f0, . . . , fx) and







fi, . . .. We also have a bounded search functional µb and bounded predicative
recursion provided by recursor constants R̃ρ (where ‘predicative’ means that recursion
is possible only at the type 0 as in the case of the (unbounded) Kleene-Feferman
recursors R̂ρ). In this paper our systems always contain the axioms of extensionality
(E) : ∀xρ, yρ, zτρ(x =ρ y → zx =τ zy)
for all finite types (x =ρ y is defined as ∀zρ11 , . . . , zρkk (xz1 . . . zk =0 yz1 . . . zk) where
ρ = 0ρk . . . ρ1).
In [12] we had in addition to the defining axioms for the constants of our theories all
true sentences having the form ∀xρA0(x), where A0 is quantifier–free and deg(ρ) ≤ 2,
added as axioms.3 By ‘true’ we refer to the full set–theoretic model Sω. In given
proofs of course only very special universal axioms are used which can be proved in
suitable extensions of our theories. Nevertheless one can include them all as axioms
since they (more precisely their proofs) do not contribute to the provable recursive
function(al)s of the system. In particular this covers all instances of the schema of
quantifier-free induction. In this paper we prefer however to have only the schema of
quantifier-free choice included to E-GnA
ω instead of taking arbitrary universal axioms.
We note nevertheless that all results of this paper (except for the conservation results
over PA and PRA at the end of the paper) remain valid if we add an arbitrary set of
universal axioms to our systems.
E-PRAω results if we add the functional





n∈ω{E-GnAω}. The system E-PRAω is equivalent to Feferman’s
system E-P̂A
ω|\ from [3] since Φit allows (relative to E-G∞Aω) to define the predicative
recursor constants R̂ρ (see [12]).
E-PAω is the extension of E-PRAω obtained by the addition of the schema of full
induction and all (impredicative) primitive recursive functionals in the sense of [6].
The schema of full choice is given by




3The restriction deg(ρ) ≤ 2 has a technical reason discussed in [12].
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The schema of quantifier-free choice QF-ACρ,τ is defined as the restriction of ACρ,τ
to quantifier-free formulas A0.
4
The theory T + µ results from T if we add the non-constructive µ-operator µ2 to T
together with the characterizing axiom
µ(f) =
 the least x such that f(x) =0 0, if ∃x
0(f(x) =0 0)
0, otherwise.
Notation: For ρ = 0ρk . . . ρ1, we define 1
ρ := λxρ11 . . . x
ρk
k .1
0, where 10 := S0.
Definition 1.1 1) Between functionals of type ρ we define the relation ≤ρ (‘less
or equal’) by induction on the type:











2 ) := λy
τ .minρ(x1y, x2y).
In the following we will need the definition of the binary (‘weak’) König’s lemma as
given in [17]:
Definition 1.2 (Troelstra(74))
WKL:≡ ∀f 1(T (f) ∧ ∀x0∃n0(lth n =0 x ∧ fn =0 0) → ∃b ≤1 λk.1∀x0(f(bx) =0 0)),
where
Tf :≡ ∀n0, m0(f(n ∗m) =0 0→ fn =0 0) ∧ ∀n0, x0(f(n ∗ 〈x〉) =0 0→ x ≤0 1)
(i.e. T (f) asserts that f represents a 0,1–tree).
4Throughout this paper A0, B0, C0, . . . denote quantifier-free formulas.
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2 Principles of bounded choice in higher types:
Φ∞-b-AC
0,1
Definition 2.1 1) A ∈ Φn if
A ≡ ∀f1 ≤1 s1[a]∃f2 ≤1 s2[a] . . .∀(d)fn ≤1 sn[a]∀x0A0(a, f1, . . . , fn, x),
where A0 is quantifier-free and a contains all free variables of A and si (which
may have arbitrary types). The fi must not occur in a.
2) A ∈ Ψn if
A ≡ ∃f1 ≤1 s1[a]∀f2 ≤1 s2[a] . . .∃(d)fn ≤1 sn[a]∀x0A0(a, f1, . . . , fn, x),
where A0 and si as above.
3) The classes Φ−n and Ψ
−
n result if we restrict ourselves to parameters a of type
degree ≤ 1 in A0 and si.
Remark 2.2 One could also allow further universal number quantifiers ∀x0 (but no
existential quantifiers) to occur in between the bounded function quantifiers in the
definition of Φn. The results of this paper easily extend to this slightly generalized
case. However, since our applications on which we will report in a subsequent paper
do not need this we restrict ourselves to the definition of Φn as stated above in order
to improve the readability of the proofs.
Remark 2.3 In the extensional context of our theories T we can code pairs of bounded
function quantifiers of the same sort together:
∀f1 ≤1 s1∀f2 ≤1 s2A(f1, f2)↔ ∀f ≤1 j(s1, s2)A(min1(j1f, s1),min1(j2f, s2))
for some monotone function pairing as used e.g. in [12]. Analogously for ∃f ≤1 s.
Definition 2.4
Φn-b-AC
ρ,τ : ∀aτρ(∀xρ∃y ≤τ axA(x, y, a)→ ∃Y ≤τρ a∀xρA(x, Y x, a)),
where A ∈ Φn (with arbitrary further parameters).
Ψn-b-AC
ρ,τ (resp. Φ−n -b-AC
ρ,τ , Ψ−n -b-AC
ρ,τ) are defined as Ψn-b-AC
ρ,τ but with A ∈








Remark 2.5 In T =E-G3Aω, E-PRAω and E-PAω the schema Φn-b-ACρ,τ can be
written as a single axiom (for each fixed n ∈ IN, ρ, τ) by replacing the quantifier-
free matrix A0(x, y, a, v) of A by ‘Φxyav =0 0’, where Φ is a functional variable of
suitable type, and replacing ‘fi ≤1 si[a]’ by ‘fi ≤1 bi’ for a free function variable bi.
This, however, is not possible for the restricted version Φ−n -b-AC
ρ,τ .
The next proposition shows that in the absence of parameters of types ≥ 2 (and so




0,0).5 For its proof we need the following
Lemma 2.6 Let A0(a, g
1, y0) be a quantifier-free formula of T :=E-G3Aω, E-PRAω
or E-PAω containing (in addition to g, y) only parameters a of type levels ≤ 1 and
let s be a term of T containing at most a as free variables. Then one can construct
a Π01-formula B(a) of T (containing only a free) such that
T + WKL ` ∀a(B(a)↔ ∃g ≤1 s[a]∀y0A0(a, g, y)).
Proof: For T =E-PRAω and T = E-PAω this follows from (the proofs of) proposition
4.14 and corollary 4.15 in [10]. The use of the modulus t̃xyk of pointwise continuity
in y used in the proof of proposition 4.14 in [10] can easily be replaced by a modulus
t̂xk of uniform continuity on {y : y ≤1 sx}. For closed t ∈E-G3Aω such a modulus t̂
can be constructed in E-G3A
ω by the method of [9] since the majorization argument
used there is available in E-G3A
ω as was shown in [12].









Proof: We first show the following
Claim: Let A(a) be a Φ−n (or Ψ
−
n ) formula containing only parameters a of type degree
≤ 1. Then one can construct a Π01-formula B(a) such that
T + WKL ` A(a)↔ B(a).
5This is in sharp contrast to the case where arbitrary parameters are allowed as we will see below.
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Proof of the claim: We proceed by meta-induction on n:
n = 0 : In this case A ∈ Π01 and so B := A suffices.
n → n + 1 : Case 1: A ∈ Φn+1. Then A(a) ≡ ∀f ≤1 s[a] Ã(a, f), where Ã ∈ Ψn. By
the induction hypothesis there exists a formula B̃(a, f) ≡ ∀y0B̃0(a, f, y) ∈ Π01 with
T + WKL ` A(a)↔ ∀f ≤1 s[a]∀y0B̃0(a, f, y).
Let tB̃0 be a closed term of T such that
T ` ∀a, f, y(tB̃0(a, f, y) =0 0↔ B̃0(a, f, y).
From results in [9] (using for the case of E-G3A
ω also [12]) it follows that one can
construct a closed term t̂B̃0 of T such that t̂B̃0(a, y) is (provably in T a modulus
of uniform continuity for λf.tB̃0(a, f, y) on {f : f ≤1 s[a]}. Using this modulus,
∀f ≤1 s[a] B̃0(a, f, y) can be written as a quantifier-free formula and hence
∀f ≤1 s[a]∀y B̃0(a, f, y) as a Π01-formula B̂(a). So
T + WKL ` A(a)↔ B̂(a).
Case 2: A(a) ∈ Ψn+1. Then A(a) ≡ ∃f ≤1 s[a] Ã(a, f) with Ã(a, f) ∈ Φn. By I.H.
there exists a formula B̃(a, f) ≡ ∀y0B̃0(a, f, y) ∈ Π01 with
T + WKL ` A(a)↔ ∃f ≤1 s[a]∀y0B̃0(a, f, y).
By the lemma, there exists a Π01-formula B̂(a) such that
T + WKL ` B̂(a)↔ ∃f ≤1 s[a]∀y0B̃0(a, f, y).
So again
T + WKL ` A(a)↔ B̂(a)
with B̂ ∈ Π01.
This finishes the proof of the claim.
The claim implies that
T + WKL ` Φ−m-b-AC0,1 ↔ Ψ−n -b-AC0,1 ↔ Φ−0 -b-AC0,1
for all m,n ≥ 0. Also note that
T ` Φ0-b-AC0,0 ↔ Φ−0 -b-AC0,0 and
T ` Φ−0 -b-AC0,1 → Φ−0 -b-AC0,0.
Therefore it remains to show that
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α) T ` Φ0-b-AC0,0 → WKL,
β) T ` WKL → Φ−0 -b-AC0,1.
Proof of α): Consider the formula6
(+)
 ∀x
0∃n ≤0 1∀k > 0(∃m ≤ 1k(lth(m) = k ∧ f(x ∗m) = 0)
→ ∃m ≤ 1(k −· 1)(lth(m) = k −· 1 ∧ f(x ∗ 〈n〉 ∗m) = 0)).
We now assume that T (f) and first show that (+) holds: Let x be arbitrary but fixed.
Case 1: ∀k > 0∃m ≤ 1k(lth(m) = k ∧ f(x ∗m) = 0).
Then (using classical logic)
∀k > 0∃m ≤ 1k(lth(m) = k ∧ f(x ∗ 〈0〉 ∗m) = 0)∨
∀k > 0∃m ≤ 1k(lth(m) = k ∧ f(x ∗ 〈1〉 ∗m) = 0).
In the case the first disjunct is true, choose n = 0 and n = 1 otherwise.
Case 2: ∃k > 0¬∃m ≤ 1k(lth(m) = k ∧ f(x ∗m) = 0). By the quantifier-free least-
number-principle (hence by the schema QF-IA of quantifier-free induction) we find
the least such k. Call it k0.
2.1: k0 = 1 : Choose n ≤ 1 arbitrarily.
2.2: k0 > 1 : Then
∃m ≤ 1(k0 −· 1)(lth(m) = k0 −· 1 ∧ f(x ∗m) = 0).
choose n := (m)0 for such an m. This finishes the proof of (+).
By Π01-b-AC
0,0 applied to (+) we get a function g such that ∀x
0(gx ≤0 1 ∧ ∀k > 0(∃m ≤ 1k(lth(m) = k ∧ f(x ∗m) = 0)
→ ∃m ≤ 1(k −· 1)(lth(m) = k −· 1 ∧ f(x ∗ 〈gx〉 ∗m) = 0))).
Define h̃(0) := 〈〉, h̃(n + 1) := h̃(n) ∗ 〈g(h̃(n))〉.
The definition of h̃ can be carried out in E-G3A
ω using bounded recursion, since g ≤ 1
and therefore h̃(n) ≤ 1n (by [12], Φ〈〉fx = fx is definable in E-G3Aω).
6Here we use that our coding of finite sequences has the property that
∀n,m, f, g(n ≥ m ∧ ∀x(fx ≥ gx)→ fn ≥ gm), which is the case for the coding from [12].
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Now take h(n) := (h̃(n + 1))n. By quantifier-free induction we show that
(++) ∀n(h̃(n) = h(n)):
n = 0 : h̃(0) = 〈〉 = h(0).
n→ n+ 1 : h̃(n+ 1) = h̃(n) ∗ 〈g(h̃n)〉 I.H.= hn ∗ 〈g(h̃n)〉 lth(h̃n)=n= h(n) ∗ 〈(h̃(n+ 1))n〉 =
h(n) ∗ 〈hn〉 = h(n+ 1).
Let k be arbitrary but fixed. We now show – again by quantifier-free induction on n
– that
∀n < k∃m ≤ 1(k−·n)(lth(m) = k−·n ∧ f(h(n) ∗m) = 0) :
n = 0 : h(0) ∗m = m, hence the claim follows from T (f).
n→ n + 1 : We may assume that n+ 1 < k : By I.H.
∃m̃ ≤ 1(k−·n)(lth(m̃) = k−·n ∧ f(h(n) ∗ m̃) = 0).
Hence by g-definition
∃m ≤ 1(k−· (n+ 1))(lth(m) = k−· (n+ 1) ∧ f(hn ∗ 〈g(hn)〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=h(n+1) (++)
∗m) = 0),
which is the claim for n+ 1.
So in total we have shown that T (f) implies
∀k∀n < k∃m ≤ 1(k−·n)(lth(m) = k−·n ∧ f(h(n) ∗m) = 0)
and hence
∀n(f(hn) = 0),
i.e. h satisfies WKL.
Proof of β : Let
∀a1(0)(∀x0∃y ≤1 ax∀z0A0(x, y, z, a, b→ ∃Y ≤1(0) a∀x0, z0A0(x, Y x, z, a, b))
be an instance of Φ−0 -b-AC
0,1, where all additional parameters b have types of degree
≤ 1. From (the proof of) proposition 4.14 in [10]7 it follows (using the fact that the
type 1(0) can be encoded into the type 1) that
(∗) T + WKL ` ∀a, b(∃Y ≤1(0) a∀x0, z0A0(x, Y x, z, a, b)↔
∀z0∃Y ≤1(0) a∀x0∀z̃ ≤ z A0(x, Y x, z̃, a, b)).
7In [10] only the systems PAω and PRAω are treated. However all ingredients used in the proof
of proposition 4.14 are also available for E-G3A
ω (see [12]).
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Relative to T , ∀x∃y ≤1 ax∀z0A0(x, y, z, a, b) implies
∀z∀x∃y ≤1 ax∀z̃ ≤0 z A0(x, y, z̃, a, b). ∀z̃ ≤0 z A0(x, y, z̃, a, b) can be written as a
quantifier-free formula Ã0(x, y, z, a, b). Let tÃ0 be a closed term such that
T ` ∀x, y, z, a, b(tÃ0xyzab =0 0↔ Ã0(x, y, z, a, b)).
As in the proof of the claim above, we use the fact that tÃ0 has a modulus of uniform
continuity functional for λy1.tÃ0xyzab on {y : y ≤1 ax} to replace ‘∃y ≤1 ax’ by a
finite disjunction. Bounded search then yields (relative to T )
∃Y ≤1(0) a∀x∀z̃ ≤ z A0(x, Y x, z̃, a, b)). Together with (∗) above, this concludes the
proof of β.
Remark 2.8 The equivalence of WKL and Φ0-b-AC
0,0 is closely related to the equiv-
alence of WKL with the so-called Σ01-separation principle which has been established
relative to RCA0 in the context of reverse mathematics (see [15]). The latter result
in turn is closely related to theorem 6.1 of [7].
In the presence of higher type parameters the picture changes as we will show now.




(i) A ∈ Π1,b0 = Σ1,b0 , if A is quantifier-free;
(ii) if A(f) ∈ Π1,bn , then ∃f ≤1 1A(f) ∈ Σ
1,b
n+1;
(iii) if A(f) ∈ Σ1,bn , then ∀f ≤1 1A(f) ∈ Π
1,b
n+1.
A may contain arbitrary parameters (of arbitrary types).
Definition 2.10 1) The schema of Π1,bn -comprehension is given by
Π1,bn -CA : ∃g1∀x0(gx = 0↔ A(x)),
where A(x) ∈ Π1,bn and may contain arbitrary parameters (of arbitrary types) in
addition to x. Σ1,bn -CA is defined analogously but with Σ
1,b
n instead of Π
1,b
n .
2) The schema of Σ1,bn -choice is given by
Σ1,bn -AC : ∀x0∃f ≤1 1A(x, f)→ ∃g ≤1(0) 1A(x, gx),
where A(x, f) ∈ Σ1,bn and may contain arbitrary parameters.
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Proposition 2.11 Let T :=E-G3Aω, E-PRAω or E-PAω. Then
T + Ψn+1-b-AC0,0 ` Π1,bn -CA.
Proof: Apply Ψn+1-b-AC
0,0 to ∀x0∃y ≤0 1(y = 0↔ A(x)), where A(x) ∈ Π1,bn (note
that A(x) can be prenexed into formulas Ã(x) ∈ Φn+1 and Â ∈ Ψn+1 making use of
remark 2.3).
Corollary to the proof: In proposition 2.11 actually the restriction of b-AC0,0 to
Boolean combinations of Φn- and Ψn-formulas instead of Ψn+1-formulas would have
been sufficient.
Proposition 2.12 E-PAω+Π1,bn -CA+µ contains (modulo a canonical embedding which
doesn’t change the first order part) the second order system (Π1n-CA) known from re-
verse mathematics.8
Proof: Systems formulated in the language of second-order arithmetic with set vari-
ables like (Π1n-CA) can be embedded in (suitable) systems formulated in the language
of functionals of all finite types by representing sets X by their characteristic functions
χX and replacing formulas ‘t ∈ X’ by ‘χX(t) =0 0’. In doing so and using the fact that
the presence of µ allows to absorb an arbitrary arithmetical quantifier-prefix in front
of a quantifier-free formula with arbitrary parameters uniformly in these parameters,
the comprehension schema of (Π1n-CA) reduces to Π
1,b
n -CA above.
Together with the well-known fact that E-PAω+QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1 + µ can be
reduced proof-theoretically to (Π01-CA)<ε0
9 and hence is proof-theoretically much
weaker than (Π11-CA), it follows from propositions 2.11, 2.12 together with remark
2.5 that
Corollary 2.13 E-PAω+QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1 + µ /̀Ψ2-b-AC
0,0.
Proposition 2.14 Let T :=E-G3Aω, E-PRAω or E-PAω. Then
T + Ψn-b-AC0,1 ` Σ1,bn -AC.
Proof: Obvious.
Proposition 2.15 E-PAω + Σ1,bn -AC +µ contains (modulo the previously mentioned
canonical embedding) the second order system (Σ1n-AC).
10
Proof: Similar to the proof of proposition 2.12.
8In the notation of [15], (Π1n-CA) is the system Π
1
n-CA0+full induction.
9This follows from [3] together with elimination of extensionality (see also [1]).
10In the notation of [15] this system is Σ1n-AC0+full induction.
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3 Generalization of WKL to more complex trees:
Φ∞-WKL
Definition 3.1 The generalization of WKL to Φn-trees is given by
Φn-WKL : ∀n0∃f ≤1 1∀ñ ≤ nA(fñ)→ ∃f ≤1 1∀n0A(fn),
where A(k0) ∈ Φn (with arbitrary further parameters of arbitrary types).




Remark 3.2 Like Φn-b-AC
ρ,τ (see remark 2.5) Φn-WKL can be written as a single
axiom for each fixed n.
Proposition 3.3 E-G3A
ω ` WKL ↔ Φ0-WKL ↔ Ψ0-WKL.
Proof: Φ0-WKL≡ Ψ0-WKL holds by definition. We have to show WKL↔ Φ0-WKL:
The right-hand side obviously implies the left-hand side since Φ0-WKL allows the
tree-predicate to be given even by a Π01-formula whereas in WKL T (f) is quantifier-
free. So it remains to show that WKL→ Φ0-WKL: Assume
(+) ∀n0∃g ≤1 1∀ñ ≤ n∀z0A0(gñ, z).
Define f such that
(++) f(x) =0 0↔ ∀i < lth(x)((x)i ≤ 1) ∧ ∀x̃ v x∀z ≤ lth(x)A0(x̃, z),
where ‘x̃ v x’ means that x̃ is the code of an initial segment of the sequence coded by
x (note that the right-hand side of (++) can be written as a quantifier-free formula
in E-G3A
ω).
f satisfies T (f) and – by (+) – represents an infinite binary tree, i.e.
∀n∃g ≤1 1 (f(gn) = 0).
Hence WKL yields
∃g ≤1 1∀n (f(gn) = 0),
which implies
∃g ≤1 1∀n∀m ≤ n∀z ≤ nA0(gm, z),
and therefore
∃g ≤1 1∀n∀z A0(gn, z).
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Proposition 3.4 Let T :=E-PAω. Then
T + Φn+1-WKL ` Π1,bn -CA.
Proof: We use the following tree-predicate from [17]:
Ã(k) :≡

(k)lth(k)−· 1 ≤ 1 ∧ ((k)lth(k)−· 1 = 0→ A(lth(k)−· 1))∧
((k)lth(k)−· 1 = 1→ ¬A(lth(k)−· 1))), if lth(k) > 0
true, otherwise.
For A ∈ Π1,bn , Ã(k) can be written as a Φn+1-formula (using remark 2.3). By induction
on n we can prove in E-PAω that
∀n0∃f ≤1 1∀ñ ≤ nÃ(fñ).
Φn+1-WKL therefore yields the characteristic function for A(n).
Arguing as in the case of corollary 2.13 we obtain
Corollary 3.5 E-PAω+QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1 + µ /̀Φ2-WKL.
4 The computational strength of Φ∞-b-AC
0,1
and Φ∞-WKL
In order to determine the effect (or rather non-effect as it will turn out) of Φ∞-b-AC
0,1
and Φ∞-WKL on the provably recursive functionals when added to T , we make use
of a certain non-standard axiom F which was introduced first in [12]11 (and has been
applied e.g. in [14]):
F :≡ ∀Φ2(0), y1(0)∃y0 ≤1(0) y∀k0∀z ≤1 yk(Φkz ≤0 Φk(y0k)).
We call this axiom ‘non-standard’ since it does not hold in the full set-theoretic type
structure Sω. Nevertheless its use can be eliminated from certain proofs thereby
yielding classically true results. This has been discussed extensively in [12] to which
we refer for further information. In that paper we mainly made use of a weaker version
11A special case of F was studied already in [11] and called also F in that paper but F0 in [12].
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F− of F which allows a direct proof-theoretic elimination whereas our elimination of
F was based on a model-theoretic argument. In this paper however we need the full
version F and give a proof-theoretic reduction of the use of F to a standard principle
for certain formulas (see theorem 4.6 below). We apply F via one of its consequences,
the following principle of uniform Σ01-boundedness:
Definition 4.1 ([12]) The schema12 of uniform Σ01–boundedness is defined as
Σ01–UB :
 ∀y
1(0)(∀k0∀x ≤1 yk∃z0 A(x, y, k, z)
→ ∃χ1∀k0∀x ≤1 yk∃z ≤0 χk A(x, y, k, z)),
where A ≡ ∃lA0(l) and l is a tuple of variables of type 0 and A0 is a quantifier–free
formula (which may contain parameters of arbitrary types).
Proposition 4.2 ([12]) Let T :=E-G3Aω, E-PRAω or E-PAω. Then
T +QF-AC1,0 + F ` Σ01-UB.
Proposition 4.3 ([12]) E-G3A
ω + Σ01-UB ` WKL.
Σ01-UB implies the existence of a modulus of uniform continuity for each extensional




ω + Σ01-UB `







Proposition 4.5 Let T :=E-G3Aω, E-PRAω or E-PAω. Then
T + QF-AC1,0 + QF-AC0,1 + F ` Φ∞-b-AC0,1,Φ∞-WKL.
12Like Φn-b-AC
ρ,τ (see remark 2.5), Σ01-UB can be written as a single axiom. However the
schematic version is easier to apply.
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Proof: The idea of the proof is to use proposition 4.4 (together with propositions
4.2 and 4.3) to show similarly to the argument in the proof of proposition 2.7 that
every A ∈ Φn (or ∈ Ψn) can be written as a Π01-formula B. Whereas in the proof
of proposition 2.7 we could use the fact that for every term t2[a] of T containing
only variables a of type ≤ 1 one can construct a modulus of uniform continuity on
{x : x ≤1 b} (uniformly in a and b), we have to use proposition 4.4 in the presence
of arbitrary parameters. The latter provides such a modulus of uniform continuity
only uniformly in number parameters but not uniformly in function parameters f
unless the latter are themselves restricted to a compact set {f : f ≤1 b} (in which
case a modulus that is independent of f does exist). However this is just the case in
the situation at hand since all function variables f1, . . . , fn of A ∈ Φn which are not
parameters are bounded and in the premise ∀x0∃y ≤1 axA(x, y, a) of Φn-b-AC0,1 the
function variable y again is bounded. So all we need is
(∗)
 ∀Φ, a
1(0), a∃α1∀x0, z0(λy1, f .(Φxzyfaa)0 is uniformly continuous for all
y ≤1 ax, f1 ≤1 s1[x, y, a, a], . . . , fn ≤1 sn[x, y, a, a] with modulus αxz),
where a are all the remaining free variables of si (which may have arbitrary types).
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Using Σ01-UB one easily shows that
∀a1(0), a∃b1(0)∀x0∀y ≤1 ax(si[x, y, a, a] ≤1 bx).
Hence (∗) is (in the presence of Σ01-UB) implied by
(∗∗)
 ∀Φ, a
1(0), b1(0)∃α1∀x0, z0(λy1, f .(Φxzyfaa)0 is uniformly continuous for all
y ≤1 ax, f1 ≤1 b1x, . . . , fn ≤1 bnx with modulus αxz).
But this follows in T +Σ01-UB (and therefore in T +QF-AC1,0 +F by proposition 4.2)
similarly to the proof of proposition 4.4. Since by proposition 4.3 also WKL is avail-
able in this theory, we can argue as in the proof of the claim in the proof of proposition
2.7 and show that for A(a, y, x) ∈ Φn (with arbitrary additional parameters)
T + Σ01-UB ` ∀a1(0)∃Φ∀x0∀y ≤1 ax(A(a, y, x)↔ ∀z0(Φaxz =0 0)).
Hence
(∗ ∗ ∗)T + Σ01-UB ` Φ0-b-AC0,1 → Φn-b-AC0,1.
13Here ‘z’ is the variable from the Π01-kernel of A (which of course can be merged together with
x).
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We now show that (∗ ∗ ∗∗) T +QF-AC0,1 + Σ01-UB ` Φ0-b-AC0,1 :
Let
∀x0∃y ≤1 ax∀z0A0(x, y, z)→ ∃Y ≤1(0) a∀x0, z0A0(x, Y x, z)
be an instance of Φ0-b-AC
0,1 and assume that
∀Y ≤1(0) a∃x0, z0¬A0(x, Y x, z).
By Σ01-UB we obtain (using an encoding of 1(0) into type 1)
(+)∃z0∀Y ≤1(0) a∃x∃z̃ ≤ z ¬A0(x, Y x, z̃).
However
∀x0∃y ≤1 ax∀z0 A0(x, y, z)
yields
∀x0, z0∃y ≤1 ax∀z̃ ≤ z A0(x, y, z̃)
and so – relative to T –
∀x0, z0∃y1∀z̃ ≤ z A0(x,min1(y, ax), z̃),
which by QF-AC0,1 yields a contradiction to (+). (∗ ∗ ∗) and (∗ ∗ ∗∗) together with
proposition 4.2 imply
T + QF-AC1,0 + QF-AC0,1 + F ` Φn-b-AC0,1
for every n ∈ IN.
Likewise as (∗ ∗ ∗), we obtain
T + Σ01-UB ` Φ0-WKL → Φn-WKL
and hence (using propositions 4.3 and 3.3)
T + Σ01-UB ` Φn-WKL
and therefore by proposition 4.2
T + QF-AC1,0 + F ` Φn-WKL,
which concludes the proof.




Theorem 4.6 Let ∀f 1, x0∃y0A0(f, x, y) be a sentence of the language of T where
T :=E-GnAω (n ≥ 2), E-PRAω or E-PAω. Then the following rule holds
T + QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1 + F ` ∀f 1, x0∃y0A0(f, x, y)
⇒ one can extract a closed term Ψ001 of T such that




ω, if T =E-PAω
E-PRAω, if T =E-GnAω or E-PRAω.
For T :=E-G2Aω (E-G3Aω, PRAω), Ψ is (provably in T ) bounded by a polynomial14
in fM , x (Ψ is an elementary recursive functional resp. a (Kleene-)primitive recursive
functional).
Proof:
Extraction of Ψ: The extractability of Ψ from a proof of ∀f, x∃yA0(f, x, y) in
T + QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1 + F with a verification in T i−E + FD by elimination of ex-
tensionality, negative translation and subsequent monotone functional interpretation
follows from (the proof of) theorem 4.9 in [12]. Here
FD :≡ ∃Y ≤ρ λΦ, y.y∀Φ2(0), y1(0), k0, z1(Φ(k,min1(z, yk)) ≤0 Φ(k, Y Φyk)) and
T i−E results from T if we replace classical logic by intuitionistic logic and remove the
extensionality axioms (E) (except extensionality for numbers x =0 y → fx =0 fy
which we keep). From [12] it follows that Ψ is bounded by a polynomial in fM , x if
T =E-G2Aω and that Ψ is elementary recursive (resp. (Kleene-)primitive recursive)
if T =E-G3Aω (resp. T =PRAω). As already F is not true in the full set-theoretic
type structure Sω this holds a fortiori for FD. However, we now give a verification
by a principle (∗) that is classically true):
Classical verification of Ψ: By the deduction theorem for T i−E and direct (i.e.
without preceeding negative translation) monotone functional interpretation we can
14‘Ψfx is a polynomial in f, x’ means that Ψfx can be written as a term t[f, x] which is built up
from 0, S, +, · and f, x only. See [12] for a discussion of this notion.
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extract a closed term χ of T such that
T i−E ` ∀Y ≤ρ λΦ, y.y, f 1, x0∃y1(0), k0, z1
(χ(Y, f, x)(k,min1(z, yk)) ≤0 (χ(Y, f, x))(k, Y (χ(Y, f, x))yk)→ A0(f, x,Ψfx)).
Using Howard’s majorizability as in [12] we can construct a closed term χ∗ which
majorizes χ (provably in T i) and consequently (using lemma 2.2.11 from [12])
T i ` ∀Y ≤ λΦ, y.y∀f, x(χ∗(λΦ, y.y, fM , x) maj χ(Y, f, x)).
Hence
T i ` ∃Y ≤ρ λΦ, y.y, f 1, x0∀Φ(Φ2(0) majorizable→ ∀y1(0), k0, z1
(Φ(k,min1(z, yk)) ≤ Φ(k, Y Φyk)))→ ∀f, xA0(f, x,Ψfx).
Since ‘Φ majorizable’ implies that Φk is bounded on {z : z ≤1 yk} for all k, y and
using that min1(z, yk) ≤1 yk we obtain
T i ` (∗)→ ∀f, xA0(f, x,Ψfx),
where
(∗) :≡
 ∃Y ≤ρ λΦ, y.y∀Φ
2(0), y1(0), k0∀z ≤1 yk
(Φk bounded on {v : v ≤1 yk} → Φkz ≤0 Φ(k, Y Φyk))
with ρ = 1(0)(1(0))(2(0)). (∗) is classically true since E-PAω+AC ` (∗) :
By the least number principle we get
∀Φ2(0), y1(0), k0(Φk bounded on {v : v ≤1 yk} → ∃v ≤1 yk∀z ≤1 yk(Φkz ≤0 Φkv))
and hence by classical logic
∀Φ2(0), y1(0), k0∃v ≤1 yk(Φk bounded on {v : v ≤1 yk} → ∀z ≤1 yk(Φkz ≤0 Φkv)).
AC now yields (∗). A closer look at the proof of (∗) from E-PAω+AC above shows that
only an instance of bounded choice b-AC was used. Moreover this instance can be
written using only bounded quantifiers (note that ‘Φk bounded on {v : v ≤1 yk}’ is in
fact equivalent (provably in E-PAω) to ‘∃v ≤1 yk∀z ≤1 yk(Φkz ≤0 Φkv)’). However
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we will not investigate this further but instead show that (∗) can be eliminated:
Arithmetical verification of Ψ: We show that E-PAω + (∗) (resp. E-PRAω + (∗))
is conservative over E-PAω (resp. E-PRAω) w.r.t. sentences ∀f 1A0(f), where A0 is
quantifier-free (note that this concludes the proof of the theorem):
Similarly to the proof of F̂ from MUC in [11](p. 241) one shows that
E-PAω+MUC ` (∗),
where
MUC :≡ ∃Ω3∀Φ2∀y1, y2 ≤1 1(y1(ΩΦ) =0 y2(ΩΦ)→ Φy1 =0 Φy2).
Hence E-PAω + (∗) ` ∀f 1A0(f) implies that E-PAω+MUC ` ∀f 1A0(f). By negative
translation we obtain (using that the negative translation of MUC is intuitionistically
implied by MUC)
E-HAω+MUC ` ∀f 1A0(f),
where E-HAω is the intuitionistic version of E-PAω. Again as in [11](p. 241) we can
conclude from there that
E-HAω ` ∀f 1A0(f).
It is not straightforward to see whether this last step which relies on non-trivial
elimination arguments for choice sequences from [17] directly relativises to E-PRAω.
That’s why we give a different argument for the latter system (which can be adopted
also for an alternative proof for the former):
In E-PRAω + Σ01-IA one can show that the continuous functionals ECF form (point-
wise) a model of E-PRAω. Moreover inspection of the proofs of 2.6.6,2.6.4 in [16]
shows that E-PRAω + Σ01-IA+Σ
0
1-UB
− ` [MUC]ECF, where Σ01-UB− is a restriction of











By the elimination procedure for Σ01-UB
− ([12](thm.4.21)) and the fact that E-PRAω+
Σ01-IA has (via elimination of extensionality and negative translation) a monotone
functional interpretation in (E-)PRAω we obtain that E-PRAω ` ∀fA0(f).
15Here we use that E-PRAω ` Ψf1 =0 x ↔ [Ψf ]ECF ' x for closed terms Ψ2 of E-PRAω. This
however is easy since Ψf can be written as an ordinary primitive recursive functional in f since no
higher type recursion is present in E-PRAω.
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Corollary 4.7 1) E-PAω+QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1 +Φ∞-b-AC
0,1 +Φ∞-WKL is con-
servative over PA.
2) E-PRAω+QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1 + Φ∞-b-AC




Proof: 1) Let A be a sentence of PA which is provable in E-PAω+QF-AC1,0+QF-
AC0,1 +Φ∞-b-AC
0,1+Φ∞-WKL and hence in E-PA
ω+QF-AC1,0+QF-AC0,1+F . Then
the Herbrand normal form AH ≡ ∀f∃yA0(f, y) of A is provable there a-fortiori. Hence
by theorem 4.6
E-PAω ` ∀f A0(f,Ψ(f))
for suitable closed terms Ψ of E-PAω. Thus
E-PAω ` AH .
By [8](thm.4.1) we can conclude that16
PA ` A.
2) For Π02-sentences A the argument above relativises to E-PRA
ω yielding E-PRAω `
A. The conclusion now follows from the well-known fact that E-PRAω is Π02-conservative
over PRA.
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